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Opt for built-in security from BMW.
Why it is so important to choose Original BMW Security Equipment.
Your advantages with BMW:
• BMW develops armoured vehicles as self-contained concepts – for minimal weight and optimum protection. All preparations for the
protective equipment are already made during the development phase and prior to the start of production, to ensure that the typical
performance of a BMW is achieved despite the increased weight due to additional security equipment.
• Modifications to the drivetrain and suspension are designed to withstand extreme situations. The vehicle nevertheless offers virtually
the same dynamic performance, comfort and neutral, safe driving characteristics as the standard version. The axle-load distribution of
50:50 is likewise preserved, guaranteeing optimum handling.
• At BMW, firing testing is performed on the finished vehicle (VR4) and not merely on the material, as is the practice at suppliers of
retrofit solutions (B4). This can save lives, because the points on the vehicle that are particularly prone to bullet penetration include the
transitions and gaps between body sections. BMW specifically creates overlaps at joints, and systematically applies this principle at
critical transitions such as door gaps, posts, windscreen panel and windows. Retrofitters are unable to offer this security.
• We have 30 years of experience in armouring BMW models, along with considerable specialist expertise and a highly qualified team
of workers.
• You benefit from a global service network of the calibre that only an original manufacturer can offer.
What the retrofitters prefer you didn’t know:
• Because their armoured vehicles are one-off specimens built to order, it is impossible to conduct firing tests on every single vehicle
configuration.
• Only the material is tested. How it behaves when under fire on the vehicle is not known.
• Retrofitters play on the safe side when overlapping materials and joins, and correspondingly make their armouring thicker and much
heavier.
• It is too costly and time-consuming to make hardware and moulded parts for each individual vehicle, with the result that the armouring
is only matched up approximately.
• There is little scope for adapting the drivetrain, suspension, brakes and all the mechanical components (e.g. door fittings) to the
higher weight.
• The result is a heavily armoured vehicle whose handling has changed considerably. Nobody, including the driver, can predict how it will
handle in extreme situations.
• It is uncertain how long the doors will withstand the high weight of the glass and armoured plates and continue to close properly.
• Each vehicle is a unique specimen. There is a lack of repeat accuracy for replacement parts and repairs.
• The manufacturer’s warranty is annulled in the case of a new vehicle, and in the event of an accident new armoured components need
to be made.
• The protective plates/moulded parts are often not pre-shaped and often have to be welded together from smaller parts to make them
fit (the weld seams are a weak point when exposed to firing).
• Security-specific special equipment may conflict with the standard-fit electronically controlled systems.
• No comprehensive operational testing of all components / systems is carried out.
• Replacement parts must be ordered and made individually, provided the original manufacturers are still in existence.
• No worldwide warranty is provided, and the same often applies to service arrangements (no global service network).
Summary: the quality of a vehicle with retrofitted armouring is often inferior – but the operating costs can be high.

